EARTHWORK

CONDITIONS (TERMS) OF PARTICIPATION
1. Every, full aged (at least the age of 18), in earth
building interested person can participate.
2. It is free to the organiser to select the participants
for this workshop.
3. The selected participant confirms his participation
by on time down and final payments.
a. Delayed payments authorize the organiser to
award other applicants instead of the previous
selected.
b. Selected applicants are free to give their place for
other person, if the person wants to rescind from
their right to participate. The organiser still reserves
his right of final selection after assessment of the
new applicant. All previous payments have to be
replaced by the substituted person.
c. Otherwise no payments will be refunded.

9. Participants from Non-Schengen-member- counttries are responsible for their visa and other entry
requirements on their own. In case of rejection after
already settled payments, there is no claim for refund.
However the organizer will be eager to find a substituting participant to make a refund according to item
3b) possible.
10. Every participant is obliged to bring appropriate
clothes to the workshop. This contains long trousers
and solid shoes (security shoes preferred). It is free
to the organizer to expel a person from the side
and to refuse the workshop participation in case of
inadequate clothing. Item 3c) is valid.
11. It is free to the organizer to expellee persons
from the side and to refuse the workshop participation in case of improper behaviour. Item 3c) is valid.

4. The scope of service is declared in the PDF
“Program and Details” and is confirmed together
with the confirmation of the conditions of participations.

12. Every participant is responsible for its own accident insurance. The participants enter the workshop
site at their own risk. The organizer does not take
responsibility for any personal injuries.

5. The participation fee including the optional accommodation has to be paid completely.

13. The organizer don`t take responsibility for any
valuables of the participants.

6. The down payment is 50% of the total price.

14. The organizer reserves the right to cancel the
workshop causeless until the14.07.2018. In this case
all already settled payments to the organizer will be
refunded totally. Claims for compensations (traveling,
etc.) are not valid.

7. The service package does not include support
for traveling organisations nor any traveling
costs to the workshop location.
8. A delayed arrival or a premature departure
does not qualify for price discount.

